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Welcome To CCL Training!
● Thanks for joining, we’ll get started at the top of the hour. 

● In the meantime...
○ Share in the chat: where you’re calling in from and what brought you here!

○ Turn your video on, if you’re able and willing!

○ Follow us online (FB, Twitter, or Insta) @citizensclimate.

○ Tonight’s Slides: http://cclusa.org/social-psychological-slides

○ Q&A link: http://pollev.com/ccl123



A Social 
Psychological 
Framework For 
Citizen Climate 
Advocates

Presentation Slides: cclusa.org/social-
psychological-slides
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Training being recorded, available after in CCL Community

All lines are muted - we’d love to hear from you in the ‘Chat’

Ask your questions in PollEV: www.pollev.com/ccl123

If you need tech help call: 1-888-799-9666

Format: Presentation and then time for Q&A & Interaction



About Our Speakers

David Sherman, PhD
University of California, 
Santa Barbara

Leaf Van Boven, PhD
University of Colorado 
Boulder
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Learn about 
unexpected patterns 
to incorporate as 
more effective 
strategies.

Reflect on 
strategies as a 
climate advocate to 
improve our 
approach.

Three Learning Goals

Deepen your 
understanding of the 
psychological 
framework 
underlying CCL’s 
organizational 
practices.
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Framework For Overcoming Barriers

Data & Findings

Implications for Advocacy & Training

Q&A Discussion

Our Agenda

1 Theoretical Background



Theoretical Background



Climate Change Impacts Worldwide



Previous Psychological Research



Previous Psychological Research



Previous CCL Monthly Call (Sept ‘18)



● Climate change is happening
● Climate change poses a risk to human health, safety, and prosperity
● Human activity is largely responsible for recent climate change
● Reducing greenhouse gas emissions will reduce global warming 

–3 = strongly disagree; 0 = neutral; +3 = strongly agree

National Panel Surveys (2014, 2016)



● As of Nov 2016: 
● Republicans (63%)
● Democrats (89%)
● Independents (70%)

● Pattern replicated in 
July 2020

Proportion of People within Party who 
Believe in Climate Change



Psychological Barriers

1. Emphasizing party over policy

2. Exaggerating partisanship



Previous Psychological Research

Strategies for overcoming barriers:
• Create an affirming context to reduce 
the pressure to protect the self by 
engaging in defensive responses 
(Sherman & Cohen, 2006)



Previous Psychological Research

The Citizens Climate Lobby took an affirming approach when meeting with a 
Republican congressional representative (Bornstein, 2017, NYT). They expressed to the 
representative their “appreciation for his service in Iraq and in the State Senate before 
mentioning anything about climate change.” In response, the Republican congressman
said, “I just have to say, you guys are not normal. You’re smiling, you’re saying nice 
things about me. That’s not what people like you do when you come into my office.” 
The congressman’s reaction—he signed on to the group—demonstrates the 
importance of affirming common goodwill and establishing personal connection.

(Van Boven, Ehret, & Sherman, 2018)



Strategies for overcoming barriers:
• Make salient actual norms that most 
people believe that climate change is 
happening, human caused, and that 
government policy should address it

Previous Psychological Research



Current Research

Michelle Shteyn
UCSB PhD Student

Professor Hahrie Han
Johns Hopkins University
CCL Advisory Board Member



The Exchange Between Citizens and Elected 
Officials: A Social Psychological Framework

• Citizen activists translate public 
concern about climate to 
decision makers and policy 
makers and elevate climate on 
the political agenda Greta Thunberg of Sweden



Framework For Overcoming 
Barriers



Overview of Four Main Strategies

● Affirmation of shared values can reduce defensiveness to 
promote open-mindedness and dialogue.

● Providing accurate information about descriptive norms 
related to carbon pricing policies can dispel misinformation. 

● Making legacy salient can lead to long-term perspective that 
motivates action for future generations. 

● Increasing immediacy can instigate immediate focus on 
pragmatics and decrease ideological focus.



Participants

• 352 Citizen Activists 
(part of national organization)
– 264 completed pre-test before November 9, 2018
– 292 completed post-test after election and lobbying 

efforts in Washington DC
– 204 completed both pre-test and post-test

• Method: Present activists with 
psychological grounded strategies 
(derived both from theory and from 
study of organizational practices)



CCL’s Lobby Training



Affirmation



Norms



Legacy



Immediacy



Data & Findings



How much did participants report using 
strategies?

Shared Values –
Affirmation 

Trusted Messenger - Norms

Long Term - Legacy Extreme Weather - Immediacy



Perceived Policy Support of CR

Same Support: 57.4% 
Increased Support: 30.4%
Decreased Support: 12.1%



Did the use of strategy vary as a function 
of perceived initial support?

Interaction for Mixed Model ANOVA: 
F (6, 705) = 2.33, p = .031



What strategies were most associated with 
perceived increases in support among CR?

Legacy used with those who were perceived to 
support the policy at the end of the meeting 
(controlling for initial support)



● Correlation ≠ Causation

● These strategies, to the extent they are effective, may not be equally 
effective for all audiences

● The outcome variable of perceived support is based on retrospective 
assessments of meetings by participants (not actual support)

● No objective measure of strategy use

Caveats and Limitations



Implications For CCL’s
Advocacy & Training



Checklist: Structured Introspection

● Errors of “not knowing” and errors of “not using what we 
know” (Atul Gawande, The Checklist Manifesto)

● Structure: Which strategies should I use?
● Introspection: Have I implemented each strategy?
● Structured introspection undoes both errors

○ Reduces reactive devaluation

○ Increases concern for others



Thank You To:

● Collaborators: Michelle Shteyn and Hahrie Han
● Citizen activist participants
● Brett Cease



● Friday, October 23, 8:00-11:00 Pacific
● Webpage for registration
● Special Issue Behavioural Public Policy

Behavior Climate Policy Conference

https://sites.google.com/colorado.edu/bcp2020/home
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/behavioural-public-policy/firstview


● Onboarding New 
Volunteers

● Leadership 
Development

● Focus in Lobby 
Training
○ Shared Values
○ Economic Framing

How is CCL Integrating This Research?



Time For Questions
Ask Questions & Upvote Others

www.pollev.com/ccl123



https://community.citizensclimate.org/topics

Share online, 
with social 
media, and 
with your 
chapter, 

family and 
friends!



www.citizensclimatelobby.org

Thank You!
Questions? Ask on CCL Community’s Forums: 
https://community.citizensclimate.org/forums

Join us: cclusa.org/intro

https://community.citizensclimate.org/forums

